WELCOME!
Agenda –

• Company Background.

• Sports Portfolio Summary.

• Contour Body Mapping System.
Background –
• Company origins date back to 1970.
• Privately owned Welsh company.
• UK market leader in Mobility Scooters.
• Leading NHS provider of institutional products.
• Active in wheelchair sports since 2012.
Sports Portfolio Summary –
• Began with wheelchair rugby – “Murderball”.

• UK designed and manufactured products.

• The portfolio covers a diverse range of sports*.

• RMA is affiliated to various governing bodies.

• Proud to be involved in all INVICTUS Games.
Contour Body Mapping System –
• Bespoke/patented measuring system.

• It dispenses with the need of a tape measure*.

• Takes specific detail unique for each person**.

• A second fitting session is also available***.

• Producing Truly Made to Measure chairs!
Thank you very much for your time